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v. •Ê÷Ê‚◊ÊòÊ¢ ¬˝ÁÃflSÃÈ‡ÊÍãÿ¢ Sfl¬A¬˝¬ÜøŸ ‚◊ÊŸ◊ÃÃ˜Ô– - Œ‡ÊflÊŒ⁄U„USÿ◊˜Ô, ‚Œ‚mÊŒ, y
w. •‚Œ˜Ô flÊ ßŒ◊ª˝ •Ê‚ËÃ˜Ô-ÃÃÊ flÒ ‚Œ¡ÊÿÃ  Ibid., quoted on page 9 f.n.

Pandit Madhusudan ojha opined that one of the primary business of dar∫ana is to

trace the origin of universe. We have dealt in brief about this problem in the first

introductory (Infra pp. 14-22). This being, however, the main theme of the Vedic

literature needs more elaboration.

Origin of universe is a riddle which has not been satisfactorily solved either by the

scientists or by the philosophers. According to Pandit Madhusudan Ojh¢ there were ten

schools of thought in the pre-Vedic period. All these schools of thought traced the origin

of the universe to one or the other factor. None of them, however, could provide a

satisfactory answer. The answer was found by the Vedic seers in tracing the origin of the

universe to brahman.

According to Pt. Madhusudan Ojh¢ in the pre-Vedic period there was one class of

s¢dhya devas who were thinkers. It is they who developed different schools of thought,

which we propose to discuss below. We shall also give at the end how the universe

originated from brahman.

THE FIRST SCHOOLTHE FIRST SCHOOLTHE FIRST SCHOOLTHE FIRST SCHOOLTHE FIRST SCHOOL

The first school thought that existence is the primary entity, whereas the second school

thought that the universe came out of non-existence. The third school thought that both

existence and non-existence played their role in the creation of the universe. What is present

is existent whereas the creation of mind is non-existent. If the world came out of the existent,

then it is a reality; If it came out of non-existent, then it is just an idea. It leads to realism

and idealism respectively. Dreams do not exist factually.1 The ∫¢stras speak of existence

coming out of non-existence.2
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x. •ŸÈˇÊáÊ¢ ÿÃỖ ¬Á⁄UflÃ¸◊ÊŸSflM§¬◊ÁSÃ ÁSÕÃ◊fl ÁŸàÿ◊Ỗ
ÁflŸ‡ÿŒflÊSàÿÁflŸÊÁ‡Ê ÃS◊ÊÃ˜Ô ÁòÊœÊ ÁflŒÊ¢ Áfl¬˝ÁÃ¬ÁûÊ⁄UÁS◊Ÿ˜Ô - Ibid., 12

y. ∑§◊Ê¸‚ŒÈQ¢§ ÃÁŒŒ¢ ¬È⁄UÊ‚ËŒlÊÁ¬ ¬‡ÿÊêÿ‚Œfl ‚fl¸◊˜Ô
Ÿ ‚à¬˝¬‡ÿÊÁ◊ ∑§ŒÊÁ¬ Á∑§ÁÜølŒòÊ ‚à¬‡ÿÁ‚ ‚ ÷˝◊Ê˘ÁSÃ - Ibid., 23

z. •ÕÊ‚Ã— ‚à∑§Õ◊ÈjflûÊÃỖ ‚flZ ‚ŒflŒÁ◊„UÊª˝ •Ê‚ËÃỖ
‚ÃSÃÈ ‚flZ ‚ÁŒŒ¢ ¬˝¡ôÊ ÃŒÃŒÊ„ÈU◊¸Ã◊ÊL§áÊÿÊ— - Ibid., 15

{. ‚Œfl ŸÊ˘ª˝˘åÿ‚Œfl ŸÊª˝ ÃÃỖ ‚à¬È⁄UÊ‚ËÃỖ ÿŒ‚ÃỖ ÃŒÊ‚ËÃỖ
•‚ìÊ ‚ìÊÁÃ Ÿ Á÷lÃ˘ÕZ ÃÁŒàÕ◊Ê„ÈU— Á∑§‹ ÿÊôÊflÀÄÿÊ— - Ibid., 16

|. ŒÎ‡ÿ¢ Á„U ◊ÈÅÿ¢ Ÿ ø ŒÎ‡ÿÁ÷ÛÊÊ º˝CÔUÊ ‚ flÒ ŒÎ‡ÿÁfl‡Ê· ∞∑§—– - Ibid., 21

}. ’˝rÊÔÒfl ‚ÛÊÊ◊ ÃŒª˝ •Ê‚ËÃỖ ÃŒfl ‚flZ Ÿ ÃŒãÿŒÁSÃ - Ibid., 24

~. ÿŒÔ˜ ’˝rÊÔ ‚Ã˜Ô ÿàfl‚ŒòÊ ∑§◊¸mÿ¢ ‚„UÊ‚ËÛÊ ¬ÈŸ⁄U∑§◊Ê‚ËÃ˜Ô
ÃÈë¿UŸ ÃŸÊflÎÃ◊fl øÊ÷È ’˝rÊÔÒÃŒÊ‚ËÁŒÁÃ flÊ Áfl∑§À¬— - Ibid., 28

vÆ. ∑§ê◊¸Œ◊ª˝ àfl‚Œfl øÊ‚Ëà¬ÈŸ— ‚ŒÃàSflÿ◊fl ¡ôÊ
ÿmÊ ¬È⁄UÊ¬ËŒ◊‚lŒÊ‚ËÃ˜Ô ÃmÒ ‚ŒÊ‚ËÛÊ ÃÈ ‚fl¸ÕÊ˘‚Ã˜Ô– - Ibid., 30

We see that everything constantly undergoes change; still there is something permanent

underlying the change.3 The permanent aspect is existent, the changeable is non-existent.

For some thinkers, the changeable aspect is all important.4 To this view the objection is that

existence can not come out of non-existence. Therefore existence is all important.5 The third

view is that since we see permanence and change both together, therefore the universe came

out of both, the existence and non-existence. Both of them co-exist.6

Existence and non-existence have been explained in seven ways.

1.1.1.1.1. We have three entities--knowledge, knower and object of knowledge. Of these, the

knower is existent and the object of knowledge is non-existent, because it is the

knower who remains the same, whereas the object of knowledge undergoes constant

change. Therefore the knower is more important. The other school thought that since

the knower cannot be known, it is not important. What is important is the object

of knowledge.7 according to the third view both of them are equally important.

2.2.2.2.2. All action is temporary. Therefore it is non-existent. We can see only the activity,

therefore it is real. According to other thinkers, it is knowledge which continues for

ever, therefore it is real.8 According to the third school knowledge and action go

together, therefore both of them are real.

3.3.3.3.3. Knowledge and action go together,9 but as knowledge depends on action, action is

important. The other thinkers hold that activity comes from knowledge and it is,

therefore, more important. The third view is that both of them co-exist.

4.4.4.4.4. Knowledge is existent, whereas the action is non-existent in the beginning and at

the end. It exists only in the middle.10 The other view is that since action exists in

the middle, it must exist in the beginnings and at the end also.
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vv. ¬˝ÊáÊÊûÊÈ ‚ÎCÔUÊfl‚Œª˝ •Ê‚ËÃỖ ‚ÎCÔUÊÒ ◊ŸSÃ— ‚Œ‚à¬È⁄UÊ‚ËÃỖ
flÊø— ¬˝‚ÎCÔUÊÒ ÃÈ ‚Œª˝ •Ê‚Ëã◊Í‹¢ ¬ÎÕ∑˜Ô§ ¬Üø◊ ∞· ∑§À¬— - Ibid., 33

vw. ÿÃ˜Ô ‚Ã˜Ô ÃŒflÊ‚ÁŒÁÃ ¬˝ÃË◊Ê˘ÁflL§hÁ◊àÿÁSÃ ¬⁄UÊ Áfl∑§À¬— - Ibid., 35

vx. ÁfllÊåÿÁfllÊåÿÕflÊÁSÃ ∑§Ê⁄UáÊ¢ ÃÁŒàÕ◊Ê„ÈU◊¸Ã◊òÊ ‚#◊◊˜Ô - Ibid., 37

vy. •Ê⁄Uê÷áÊ¢ ÃûflÁ◊„UÊëÿÃ ⁄U¡— ‚flÊ¸ÁáÊ øÒÃÊÁŸ ⁄U¡Ê¢Á‚ ◊ã◊„U - Œ‡ÊflÊŒ⁄U„USÿ◊˜Ô ⁄U¡ÊflÊŒ, v
vz. ‚#Òfl ‹Ê∑§Ê ß„U ‚ÁãÃ ÿS◊Êà‚#Òfl ŒÎCÔUÊ ⁄U¡‚Ê◊flSÕÊ— - Ibid., 3

v{. òÊÿSÃÈ ‹Ê∑§ÊÁSòÊflÎÃÊ Áœ˝ÿãÃ ¬Îâ√ÿfl ¬ÎâflË ⁄UÁfl⁄U·È ÃÈ lÊÒ—–
øãº˝Ê˘ãÃ⁄UËˇÿSÃÁŒ„UÊãÃÁ⁄UˇÊ¢ ¬˝àÿ∑§◊ÃÁh ¬ÈŸÁSòÊœÊ SÿÊÃ˜ÔH - Ibid. 6

ÖÿÊÁÃp ªÊÒ⁄UÊÿÈÁ⁄UÁÃ ¬˝÷ŒÊÃ˜Ô ‚Íÿ¸ÁSòÊœ˘ÿ¢ ¬ÎÁÕflË ÁòÊœÊ ø–
øãº˝ÁSòÊœÊ ÃÒŸ¸flÁ÷S‚◊SÃ¢ √ÿÊ#¢ ÃÃÊ ¡ÊÃÁ◊„ÒUfl ‹ËŸ◊˜ÔH - Ibid.7

v|. ⁄U¡Ê˘ÁSÃ ‹Ê∑§Ê˘Õ ¬⁄UÊ⁄U¡ÊSÃÈ ‹Ê∑§ÊÁÃªÊ ÿÊ ¡ªÃÊ˘ÁSÃ Á÷ÛÊ— - Ibid.8

v}. •ÁªA¢ flÁŒcÿÊÁ◊ ªÁÃSfl÷Êfl¢ ÁSÕÁÃSfl÷Êfl¢ ÃÈ flŒÊÁ◊ ‚Ê◊◊˜Ô - Ibid.13

v~. •ÁªAŸ¸ ‚Ê◊Ÿ ÁflŸÊ `§ÁøàSÿÊà‚Ê◊Ê˘Á¬ Ÿ àflfl ÁflŸÊÁªAŸÊ SÿÊÃ˜Ô–
¬⁄US¬⁄UáÊ √ÿÁÃ·Q§M§¬ÊÒ ¬˝ÊáÊÊÒ ¡ªÁÛÊfl¸„UÃ— ‚◊SÃ◊˜ÔH - Ibid. 14

wÆ. ªÁÃÁm¸œÊãÃSàflflÁ„Uc≈˜Ufl÷ŒÊŒ˜Ô ’Á„U— ¬˝flÎÁûÊp ÁŸflÎÁûÊ⁄UãÃ—–
¬˝flÎÁûÊ⁄UªAp ÁŸflÎÁûÊ⁄UªA⁄UªAÁŸ¸flÎûÊÊflªÁÃÉÊ¸ŸÊ˘ãÿ—H - Ibid. 15

5.5.5.5.5. Since the scripture say that it was existence at the beginning and also, it was non-

existence in the  beginning, we can assert that there was mind in the beginning

because it is neither existence nor non-existence. Others hold that the vital force

appeared first. The third view is that it is logos which appeared first. The matter

of the fact is that mind, the basis of knowledge, vital force, the basis of action and

logos, the basis of matter exist together simultaneously.11

6.6.6.6.6. Since scripture speaks of existence and no existence both it has to be assumed that

the same thing is existent and non-existent both.12

7.7.7.7.7. For s¢¨khya knowledge is unchangeable where as nature undergoes change.

According to S¢¨khya nature is the source of creation whereas according to Vedantist

knowledge is the real source of creation.13 In this way many schools of thought paid

attention to the interpretation of existence and non-existence.

THE SECOND SCHOOLTHE SECOND SCHOOLTHE SECOND SCHOOLTHE SECOND SCHOOLTHE SECOND SCHOOL

According to the second school of thought the universe is made up of atoms. Out

of these atoms14 arose the seven regions.15 Everything is contained in these regions. Sun

in the upper region has three constituents - jyoti, gau, ¢yuæ. The earth has v¢k, gau and

dyau. Moon also has three : retas, ya∫as and ∫raddh¢.16 Rajas belongs to the universe,

paro-raj¢17 transcends the universe. Rajas is the cause, world is the effect. Rajas is of two

types - moving and stationary. The moving is agni and the stationary is soma.18 Interaction

of agni and soma bring out the universe into existence. Agni and soma go together.19

Motion,20 is again of two types : the inward motion, causing contraction and the outward
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wv. ¬˝‚Ê⁄UflàSflÁªA¬Œ¢ ÁŸM§…¢U ‚VÔUÊøflàSflÁSÃ ø ‚Ê◊‡ÊéŒ—- Ibid. 16

ww. Ibid. 17

wx. ‚Ê◊SÃÈ ‚Ê˘√ÿQ§œŸ— ¬È⁄UÊ‚ËÃ˜Ô ªÁÃŸ¸ ÃòÊÁÃ ÁŸÁfl‡ÿ ÃÁS◊Ÿ˜Ô
¬˝‚Ê⁄Uœ◊Ê¸ ªÁÃ◊ÊŸỖ ¬⁄UÊ˘ÁªA— ¬˝¬Üøÿ°SÃ¢ ÁflÃÃ¢ ∑§⁄UÊÁÃ - Ibid. 18

wy. Ibid. 24

wz. Ibid. 25

w{. Ibid. 26

w|. •Ê∑§Ê‡Ê ∞flÊSÿ ‹Ê∑§Sÿ ªÁÃ— - ¿UÊãŒÊÇÿÊ¬ÁŸÊ·Œ˜Ô v.}.y; v.~.v
w}. ¬ÎÁÕ√ÿ„U◊¸á«U‹ªÊÁSÃ ÷ÊŸÊ÷Ê¸ŸÈ— ‚◊Èº˝ `§ÁøŒå‚È ÷ÊÁÃ–

√ÿÊÁêŸ ÁSÕÃÊ˘‚ÊÒ ¬⁄U◊ ‚◊Èº˝ √ÿÊ◊Òfl ÃS◊ÊÃ˜Ô ¬⁄U◊Ê ªÁÃŸ¸—H
- Œ‡ÊflÊŒ⁄U„USÿ◊˜Ô, √ÿÊ◊flÊŒ, w

w~. ŸÊ◊AÊ ø M§¬áÊ ø ∑§◊¸áÊÊ ø ¬˝÷ŒÃÊ flSÃÈÁŸ ‚ê¬˝ÃËÁÃ—
ŸÊ◊Ap M§¬Sÿ ø ∑§◊¸áÊp √ÿÊ◊Òfl ÁŸflÊ¸„U∑§◊∑§◊ÁSÃH - Ibid., 7

xÆ. Ibid., 8

xv Ibid., 11, 12

xw. Ibid., 13

motion, causing expansion. The former is agni the latter is soma.21 They are known as

pr¢¥a and ap¢na also.22 Agni and soma in their unmanifest form remain dormant but when

agni enters soma they become manifest.23 Every thing is characterized by time, nature and

action. The orderly motion of sun, moon and earth create time.24 Things have their own

nature; agni moves upward, water moves downward.25 Action differentiates things from

each other.26 Therefore, we have four causes -  (i) nature, (ii) time, (iii) nature of the

object and (iv) action.

THE THIRD SCHOOLTHE THIRD SCHOOLTHE THIRD SCHOOLTHE THIRD SCHOOLTHE THIRD SCHOOL

In the Ch¢ndogyopaniæad, space is said to be the origin of the universe.27 All matter

comes out of space and merges into it. Earth comes of water, water from fire, fire from

air and air from space.28 The trinity of the Vedas is also said to be established in space.

Name form and activity constitute an object. All of them are controlled by space.29 The

objects are identified because of the interval space between different bodies.30 Space is

qualified by logos from which arise all the matter.

Space is either superior, which is immortal or inferior, which is mortal. Superior

space is the source of gods, inferior space is the origin of matter.31 Thus gods and matter

both come-out of space.32 Matter and gods interact to create the universe. Logos create the

universe.
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xx. ´§ÇflŒ vÆ.vwz
xy. Ibid., vÆ.vwz
xz. •ÁSÃ ÁàflŒ¢ flÁSàflÁÃ M§¬ÃÊ ÿÁmôÊÊÿÃ ÃmÿÈŸ¢ flŒÊ◊—

ÁflôÊÊŸ◊ÃmÿÈŸ¢ ÃŒãÃfl¸ÿÊ flÿÊŸÊœ ß◊ ÃÈ ‚ûÊ - Œ‡ÊflÊŒ⁄U„USÿ◊˜Ô •Êfl⁄UáÊflÊŒ, x
x{. ◊ÎÁà¬á«U◊ÊŒÊÿ Á„U ∑§ÊL§∑§Ê ª¡¢ „Uÿ¢ ⁄UÕ¢ ∑¢§‚◊ÕÊãÿÕÊ fl„ÈU–

Á‡ÊÀ¬¢ ÁflÁŸ◊Ê¸ÁÃ Ÿ ◊ÎÁmÁ÷lÃ Á÷ÛÊÊ∑Î§ÁÃSÃŸ ª¡ÊEÁ÷ÛÊÃÊH - Ibid., {
x|. ÁfllÊÃÃ ÿàSflÿ◊ÃŒÊ„È¸UÖÿÊÁÃÿ¸ÕÊ ÷ÊS∑§⁄U ∞· ÷ÊÁÃ–

mKXÔ¢U Á„U ÃÃ˜Ô ∑§ãŒ‹◊Sÿ ŸÊ÷ÊÒ ÃÃÊ ’Á„USàflÊfl⁄UáÊ¢ ‚◊ãÃÊÃ˜ÔH  - Ibid., }
SflÃ— ¬˝∑§Ê‡Ê— ¬⁄UÃ— ¬˝∑§Ê‡ÊÊ M§¬¬˝∑§Ê‡ÊÁSòÊÁflœÊ ß„UÊÕÊ¸—–
‚fl¸òÊ ŸÊ÷ÊÒ Áœ˝ÿÃ˘Õ¸Á’ê’— Sflë¿UÊÿÿÊ øÊÁfl˝ÿÃ ‚ ÁŸàÿ◊˜ÔH - Ibid., ~

x}. ∑Î§àSŸÊ Á„U flÊ∑˜Ô§¬˝ÊáÊ◊ŸÊ◊ÿÊ˘ÕÊ¸, flÊ∑˜Ô§ ¬˝ÊáÊÃ— SÿÊÃ˜Ô, ‚ ÷flã◊ŸSÃ—–
flÊ∑Ỗ§ ˇÊËÿÃ lÊÒÁ„¸U ÷ÈŸÁQ§ ‚flÊ¸ŸỖ ÷Èæ˜U Q§ ÃÃÊ˘ÛÊ¢ ¬⁄UÃ— ‚ flÊø◊˜ÔH - Ibid., vÆ
•ÛÊÊà¬ÈŸ— ¬˝ÊáÊ ©UŒÁÃ ÃS◊Êã◊ŸSÃÁŒàÕ¢ ¬Á⁄UflÎÁûÊø∑˝§◊˜Ô–
flÊøÊ ◊ŸSÃã◊Ÿ‚— ¬ÈŸflÊ¸∑˜Ô§ ¬˝flÎûÊ ßàÕ¢ ∑˝§◊ ∞fl ÿôÊ—H - Ibid., vv

THE FOURTH SCHOOLTHE FOURTH SCHOOLTHE FOURTH SCHOOLTHE FOURTH SCHOOLTHE FOURTH SCHOOL

The v¢k s¶kta of the ßgveda33 extols the greatness of v¢k in the following verse : I

breathe a strong breath like the wind and I am responsible for all that exists here. I am

mightily beyond  the earth and beyond the heaven. I bring forth the father in the world

and reside in waters in the deep ocean. I extend over all existing creatures and my head

touches the heavens. I move with the rudras and the vasus and move about also with

¢dityas and all gods. I support both Varuna and mitra above and also indra and agni and

the pair of a∫vins. Through me all eat food which feeds them, all who see, breath, hear,

what is spoken. They do not know that they dwell by my side and hear everything I

speak. I myself speak the words that is welcome to gods and men. I wake whomsoever

I like, mighty I make him a sage, a ®æi and brahman.34

THE FIFTH SCHOOLTHE FIFTH SCHOOLTHE FIFTH SCHOOLTHE FIFTH SCHOOLTHE FIFTH SCHOOL

Pr¢¥a is covered by pr¢¥a. The covering pr¢¥a are the most important because they

make the substance identified. The solid material part is the vaya, it is covered by

vayon¢dha. Vayon¢dha is chandas and vaya is the matter.35 The artisan makes various figures

like elephant, horse etc. out of the same earth.36 The second constituent is light. Entities

like sun are said to be luminous, moon is illuminated by another source and third is the

earth which does not shine.37

Mind gives rise to vital force. Vital force gives rise to logos and again from logos

vital force arise and from vital force mind is produced. This cycle is called yajn…a.38
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x~. ß◊ ¬˝flÎûÊÊ ÿÃ ∞fl flŒÊ ¬˝¡Ê¬ÁÃ— ‚Ê˘ÁSÃ ‚ ∞· •Êà◊Ê–
flŒÊSÃÈ ÿÊflãÃ ß◊ ÃŒSÿÊà◊Ÿ— ‡Ê⁄UË⁄¢U ¬ÈL§·Ê˘SàÿÈ÷ÊèÿÊ◊˜ÔH - Ibid., vy

yÆ. òÊÒ‹ÊÄÿ◊ÈQ¢§ ¡ªÃ— SflM§¬¢ ¬Îâ√ÿãÃÁ⁄UˇÊ¢ lÈÁ⁄UÁÃ ¬˝÷ŒÊÃỖ–
‚Íÿ¸ÁSòÊ‹Ê∑§Ë ¬ÁÃ⁄U· ‚ÍÿÊ¸ ŸÊ⁄UÊÿáÊÊ ÷ÊÁÃ ‚◊Èº˝◊äÿH - Œ‡ÊflÊŒ⁄U„USÿ◊˜Ô, •ê÷ÊflÊŒ, v

yv. ÿÊ ⁄UÊøŸ ¬⁄USÃÊà‚Íÿ¸Sÿ ÿÊ‡øÊflSÃŒÈ¬ÁÃDÔUãÃ •Ê¬—–
ÃÊSflflÊÿ¢ ¡Êÿ◊ÊŸÊ˘ÁªAM§¬— ‚Íÿ¸SÃÊÁ÷Áfl¸‡fl◊ÃŒ˜Ô √ÿœûÊH - ÿ¡Èfl¸Œ vw.y~

yw. òÊÿÊ˘Á¬ ‹Ê∑§ÊÁSòÊflÎÃÊ ÿ ©UQ§ÊSÃèÿÊ ’Á„UœÊ¸ÁSÃ øÃÈÕ¸‹Ê∑§—–
•¬Ê¢ ‚◊Èº̋Ê̆ ÁSÃ ‚ ÃSÿ ª÷ ̧ ¡ôÊ̆ ÿ◊ÁªA— π‹È ÿÊ ÁòÊ‹Ê∑§ËH - Œ‡ÊflÊŒ⁄U„USÿ◊̃Ô, •ê÷ÊflÊŒ, x

yx. ‚fl¸◊Ê¬Ê◊ÿ¢ ÷ÍÃ¢ ‚flZ ÷ÎÇflÁXÔU⁄UÊ◊ÿ◊Ỗ
•ãÃ⁄ÒUÃ òÊÿÊ flŒÊ ÷ÎªÍŸÁXÔU⁄U‚— ÁüÊÃÊ— - (ªÊ¬Õ’˝ÊrÊÔáÊ) - Ibid.quoted on p. 24

yy. ÿ ß„UÊÁ÷πŸÃ˜Ô ‚Ê˘¬Ê ÁflãŒÁÃ ÷Í◊ÊÒ ÁŒflp fl·¸ÁãÃ–
ÃÊ ÿÃ˜Ô ¬⁄U◊ SÕÊŸ ÁÃDÔUãàÿÃ ∞fl ¬⁄U◊DÔUËH - Ibid., 4

¬⁄U◊ÁDÔUŸÊ˘ÁSÃ ª÷¸ ‚flZ ÁflE¢ ÃÃ— ¬˝‚ÍÃ¢ ø–
’˝rÊÔÒÃÃỖ ¬⁄U◊ÁDÔU ¬˝÷flÁSÕÁÃ÷XÔU∑§Ê⁄UáÊ¢ ÃSÿH - Ibid., 5

yz. •À¬Êfl∑§Ê‡Ê¢ ÷¡Ã ∑˝§◊ÊìÊÃ˜Ô ‚Ê˘œÊªÁÃSÃŸ ÉÊŸàfl◊ÁÃ–
ÁÃÿ¸ÇªÁÃSÃŒ˜ÔªÁÃ‚ÊêÿÃ— SÿÊÛÊÊ˘ÃSÃŸÈàfl¢ Ÿ ÉÊŸàfl◊ÿÊÃ˜ÔH - Ibid., 8

ßàÕ¢ ÃŸÈàfl∑˝§◊Ã— ¬˝ÕãÃ˘ÁªAflÊÿÈflÊ∑˜Ô§¬˝ÊáÊ◊ŸÊ¢Á‚ øÊjK—–
ÉÊŸàflÿÊªÊÃ˜Ô ∑˝§◊Ã— ¬ÎÁÕ√ÿÊ flÎˇÊÊ— ‡Ê⁄UË⁄UÊÁáÊ ø ‚¢÷flÁãÃH - Ibid., 9

y{. Ibid., 9

y|. •◊ÎÃ¢ ◊ÎàÿÈÁ⁄UÁÃ mÿ◊ÃÁmESÿ ◊Í‹Á◊ÁÃ ÁfllÊÃỖ–
•ÁflŸÊÁ‡Ê ÁSÕÁÃ‹ˇÊáÊ◊◊ÎÃ¢ ªÁÃ◊ÊŸ˜Ô ÁflŸE⁄UÊ ◊ÎàÿÈ—H - Œ‡ÊflÊŒ⁄U„USÿ◊˜Ô, •◊ÎÃ◊ÎàÿÈflÊŒ, v

The Vedas originate from praj¢pati. Praj¢pati is ¢tm¢, Vedas form his body.39 The yajn…a

is the body of devas.

THE SIXTH SCHOOLTHE SIXTH SCHOOLTHE SIXTH SCHOOLTHE SIXTH SCHOOLTHE SIXTH SCHOOL

Sun shines in the midst of ocean from which it was born.40 It means that the creation

came out of water.41 There is a fourth region of water.42 These waters are formed by bh®gu

and a¨girasa in between whom the Vedas operate.43 The highest region of water is

parameæ∞h§ in whose womb universe was born.44 These waters are brahman. They move from

all sides. When it moves up it becomes thinner, when it comes down it becomes dense.45

When it is thinner, it gives birth to agni, v¢yu, v¢k, pr¢¥a and manas. When it becomes

denser it gives rise to earth, creeper and bodies.46 Water's predominate in earth and

bodies. The rain produces food which sustains the universe.47
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y}. •◊ÎÃ¢ ‚Ê◊— ‚ ⁄U‚Ê ÁŸàÿSÃòÊÊÁŒÃ¢ ’‹¢ ◊ÎàÿÈ—–
÷ÍàflÊ ÷ÍàflÊ ∑§Ê‹ Ÿ‡ÿÁÃ ‚Ê˘ÁªA— ‚ ø ÁmÁflœ—H - Ibid., 2

y~. ‚Ê◊¢ ªÎˆÔUŸ˜Ô ÉÊŸÃÊ¢ ¡ŸÿŸ˜Ô ÁŸàÿ¢ ÉÊŸÁSÕÃÊ˘ÕÊ¸˘ÁªA—–
©UÁë¿UãŒãÉÊŸÃÊ¢ ¬ÈŸL§à∑˝§◊◊ÊáÊÊ ÿ◊— ‚ ◊ÎàÿÈÁ⁄UÁÃH - Ibid., 3

zÆ. ⁄U‚ÊŒỖ ÷flãÃË„U ’‹¬˝÷ÊflÊã◊àÿÊ¸ÁŸ ◊ÎûÿÊ⁄U◊ÎÃŸ ÿÊªÊÃỖ–
ÃÊÁŸ ÁòÊœÊÁªAp ÿ◊p ‚Ê◊pÒÃèÿ ∞flÊ˘Áπ‹ÁflE‚ÎÁCÔU—H - Ibid., 5

zv. ◊ÎàÿÈÿ¸◊— ‚Ê◊ ß„UÊ◊ÎÃ¢ SÿÊŒÁªAp ◊ÎàÿÈp ÃÕÊ◊ÎÃ¢ ø–
÷ÍÃÊÁŸ ◊ÎàÿÊ⁄U◊ÎÃÊìÊ ŒflÊSÃ·Í÷ÿcflÁªA⁄Uÿ¢ ÁŸÁflCÔU—H - Ibid., 6

zw. Áø⁄¢U ÿŒSàÿ∑§Á◊Œ¢ ¬˝ÃËÃ¢ ‚fl¸òÊ Ã¢ ÁflhK◊ÎÃ¬˝÷Êfl◊Ỗ–
Ÿ øÊÁSÃ ¬Ífl¸ˇÊáÊflà¬⁄UòÊ ˇÊáÊ Áfl∑§Ê⁄U— ‚ Á„U ◊ÎàÿÈ÷Êª—H - Ibid., 7

zx. Sfl‹ˇÊáÊ¢ ø ˇÊÁáÊ∑¢§ ø ŒÈ—π¢ ‡ÊÍãÿ¢ ÿŒòÊÊÁ÷◊Ã¢ ‚ ◊ÎàÿÈ—–
¬ÍáÊZ ‚Èπ¢ ‡ÊÊEÁÃ∑¢§ ø ◊ãÿ˘◊ÎÃ¢ ’‹¢ ÃSÿ ÃÈ ‹ˇÊáÊ¢ SÿÊÃ˜ÔH - Ibid., 9

zy. •÷Êfl÷ÊflÊÒ ¬˝‹ÿ¬˝‚ªÊÒ̧ lÊflÊ¬ÎÁÕ√ÿÊÒ lÈ⁄UÕÊÁªA‚Ê◊ÊÒ–
•’Êœ’ÊœÊÒ ÁÃÁ◊⁄U¬˝∑§Ê‡ÊÊÒ Á‚ÃÊÁ‚ÃÊÒ ÿôÊÁfl∑§À¬ŸÊpH - Œ‡ÊflÊŒ⁄U„USÿ◊˜Ô, •„UÊ⁄UÊòÊflÊŒ, 1

‚# ¬˝∑§Ê⁄UÊ √ÿ¬ÁŒ‡ÿÃ˘„UÊ⁄UÊòÊ— ‚ flÒ ‡ÊÊEÁÃ∑§Ê˘SàÿŸãÃ—–
ÿÒ·ÊSàÿ„UÊ⁄UÊòÊ¬⁄Uê¬⁄UÊ ÃÊ¢ flŒÊÁ◊ ÁflE¢ ¬⁄U◊E⁄¢U flÊH - Ibid., 2

THE SEVENTH SCHOOLTHE SEVENTH SCHOOLTHE SEVENTH SCHOOLTHE SEVENTH SCHOOLTHE SEVENTH SCHOOL

Immortality and mortality which are ever present and moving respectively are the root

cause of the universe.48 Soma represent immortality, whereas agni is mortal.49 Agni becomes

dense when it joins with soma and when it loses its solid form, It becomes death.50

Immortality is rasa and mortality is bala. Yama is death and soma is immortality, agni is both

mortal and immortal.51 From mortal is born the matter, from immortality is born the divinity.

Agni plays its role in both of them. Immortality means continuity, mortality means change.52

There are three processes : destruction, creation and birth. Destruction is painful,

permanence is bliss. Permanence is rasa, ephemeral is bala, both of them go together.53

THE EIGHTH SCHOOLTHE EIGHTH SCHOOLTHE EIGHTH SCHOOLTHE EIGHTH SCHOOLTHE EIGHTH SCHOOL

Creation is the day, deluge is the night. Day and night can be conceived in seven ways.

1. Existence and non-existence.

2. Creation and destruction.

3. Heaven and earth.

4. Agni and soma.

5. Unknown and known.

6. Light and darkness.

7. White and black.54
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zz. ÷Êfl¢ ÁflŒÈÖÿÊ¸ÁÃ⁄U„USÃŒËˇÊ˘÷ÊflSÃ◊Ê⁄UÊÁòÊÁ⁄U„UÊÁSÃ ÁŸàÿÊ–
‚Ò·Ê ◊„UÊ⁄UÊÁòÊÁ⁄UÁÃ ¬˝Á‚hÊ √ÿÊflÃ¸Ã˘„UãÿÁ¬ ‚Ê Ÿ ⁄UÊÁòÊ—H - Ibid., 3

z{. •ÁªA— Sflÿ¢ÖÿÊÁÃ⁄U„USÃÃSÃÃỖ ‚Ê◊— SflÃÊ ÷ÊÁÃ Ÿ ÃŸ ⁄UÊÁòÊ—–
‚Ê◊Ê˘ÁªAŸÊ ◊ÈsÔÁÃ ◊Ê„U⁄UÊÁòÊSÃÃÊ˘ÁªA‚Ê◊ÊÁfl„U ‚ÎÁCÔU„UÃÈ—H - Ibid., 5

z|. Á¬á«U— Sflÿ¢ÖÿÊÁÃ⁄Uÿ¢ ⁄UÁfllÊÒ¸⁄U„USÃŒ·Ê ¬ÎÁÕflË ÃÈ ⁄UÊÁòÊ—–
ÖÿÊÁÃª¸ÁÃ¬˝àÿfl⁄UÊœ∑§àflÊÃ˜Ô ‚Ê ŒÊL§áÊÊ ÁŸDÔ‰U⁄UÃÊÁœ∑§àflÊÃ˜ÔH - Ibid., 6

z}. òÿ„UáÊ ÃÈ lÊÒ Sòÿ„UÃp ¬ÎâflË ÁflüÊÊ◊⁄UÊÁòÊ— ‚Èπ⁄UÊÁòÊ⁄U·Ê–
ÖÿÊÁÃ‡ø ªÊÒ⁄UÊÿÈÁ⁄UÁÃ òÿ„¢U lÊÒflÊ¸ÇªÊÒ⁄UÕ lÊÒSòÿ„U◊ÁSÃ ¬ÎâflËH - Ibid., 7

z~. ÿòÊÊ¬flª¸— ‚Èπ⁄UÊÁòÊ⁄UãÿÊ ‚Ê ôÊÊŸ¡ãÿÊ ¬⁄U◊¢ ‚Èπ¢ ÃÃ˜Ô–
•ôÊÊŸ¡ãÿ¢ ÃÈ ÷flàÿ„USÃŒ˜Ô ÿòÊÊÁŒÃ— ‚¢‚ÎÁÃø∑˝§’ãœ—H - Ibid., 8

{Æ. ‚ÍÿÊ¸ÁŒÃÊ ÖÿÊÁÃL§Œàÿ„USÃÃ˜Ô ÃÖÖÿÊÁÃ·Ê¢ Áfl¬˝‹ÿSÃÈ ⁄UÊÁòÊ—–
•„Up ‡ÊÈÀ∑§Ê˘Õ ø ∑Î§cáÊfláÊÊ¸ ⁄UÊÁòÊÁ„¸U ‚Ê ‚Ê˘Á¬ ø ÷ÍÃ⁄UÊÁòÊ—H - Ibid., 9

{v. SÃÊ◊Ê •„USÃÊ◊Áfl÷ÁQ§⁄Ufl¢ ÿôÊSÿ ⁄UÊÁòÊ— Á‡Êfl⁄UÊÁòÊ⁄U·Ê–
SÃÊ◊·È ŒflÊ— ¬˝ÁÃ⁄UÊÁòÊ÷Q§Ê ÷ÍÃÊÁŸ ⁄UÊòÿÊ •÷flÁÛÊ◊ÊÁŸH - Ibid., 10

{w. ⁄UÊÁòÊ— ¬È⁄USÃÊŒ˜Ô ÃŒ„Up ¬pÊŒ„U—¬⁄USÃÊÃ˜Ô Sflÿ◊fl ⁄UÊÁòÊ—–
Áfl∑§Ê⁄UÃÊ˘„U— ¬˝∑Î§ÁÃSÃÈ ⁄UÊÁòÊ— ‚Ò·Ê ªÁÃ— ‚Ê ¬˝÷fl— ¬˝ÁÃDÔUÊH - Ibid., 11

{x. SŸ„UÊ˘ÁSÃ Ã¡Ê˘ÁSÃ ÃÿÊ— ¬˝÷ŒÃ— ‚flZ ÁmœÊ SŸ„Ufl‡ÊÊûÊÈ ÿÈÖÿÃ–
Ã¡Êfl‡ÊÊûÊìÊ Á◊ÕÊ ÁflÿÈÖÿÃ ÃÊèÿÊ¢ ø ‚ÎÁCÔU¬˝ÁÃ‚ÎCÔUÿÊ ¡ªÃ˜ÔH - Œ‡ÊflÊŒ⁄U„USÿ◊˜Ô, ŒÒflflÊŒ, v

{y. SŸ„UÊ˘ÁSÃ ‚Ê◊Sÿ ªÈáÊÊ˘Õ Ã¡Ê˘SàÿªAÁ⁄U◊ÊÒ ‡ÊÊEÁÃ∑§ÊÒ Á„U ŒflÊÒ–
ÃÊèÿÊÁ◊Œ¢ ‚fl¸◊ÈŒàÿÃÊ˘ªAË·Ê◊Ëÿ◊ÃîÊªÁŒàÿflÿÊÃỖH - Ibid., 2

{z. •ÁªAÁSòÊœÊ ‚Ê◊ ß„U ÁmœÁÃ SÿÈ— ¬Üø ŒflÊ ’„ÈUœÊ ÁflÁ÷ÛÊÊ—–
‚ÍÿÊ¸˘ÁªAÁ¬á«UÊ˘ÁSÃ ø ‚Ê◊Á¬á«Upãº˝Ê˘Áπ‹¢ ¡ÊÿÃ ∞ÃŒÊèÿÊ◊˜ÔH - Ibid., 3

Existence means light, non-existence means darkness.55 The creation commences from

light and ends in darkness. Agni creates day, soma creates night. Thus they cause

creation.56 The sun above is day, earth below is night.57 The heaven has three days : jyoti,

gau and ayu. P®thavi√ also has three days : v¢k, gau and dyau.58 A day which gives

knowledge gives happiness. The day which causes sams¢ra results in ignorance.59 The

material day and night are white and black.60

Ahars are constituted by stomas; their dissection constitutes r¢tri.61 Day and night

follow each other. Night is the base, day is the modification.62

THE NINTH SCHOOLTHE NINTH SCHOOLTHE NINTH SCHOOLTHE NINTH SCHOOLTHE NINTH SCHOOL

Things are either sticky or dry. They unite in various proportions and give birth to

creation.63 Soma is sticky, agni is dry.64 The triad of agni and pair of soma form the five

devas with different functions.65 These devas with their divine powers produce everything.
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{{. ÿŒÁSÃ Á∑§Á@Ã˜Ô ‚∑§‹¢ Á„U ŒÒflÊœËŸ¢ ‚ŒÊ∑§ÁS◊∑§◊fl ◊ãÿ–
÷flÁãÃ ¡ËflÁãÃ ÃÕÊ Á◊˝ÿãÃ ŒÒflÊÁŒÁÃ ¬˝Êª˜Ô ’Î„UŒÈÄÕ ™§øH - Ibid., 4

{|. ¬˝oAÊ ß◊˘Ÿ∑§ÁflœÊ ¬È⁄UÊÿÈªÊŒỖ ŒÒflÊÃỖ ‚„UdÊflÁœfl·¸¬ÍªÃ—–
•Ê⁄Uèÿ ŸÊlÊÁ¬ ÁŸflÎÁûÊ◊ÊªÃÊ Á¡ôÊÊSÿÃ˘lÊÁ¬ ÃÕÒfl ‚fl¸Ã—H - Œ‡ÊflÊŒ⁄U„USÿ◊˜Ô, ‚¢‡ÊÿflÊŒ, w

{}. •ÕÊÁ¬ flÊ ‚ãàflÁπ‹ÊÁŸ ‚àÿÊãÿÃÊÁŸ ÃòÊÊÁ¬ ¬ÈŸfl¸ŒÊ◊—–
Ÿfl¢ Ÿfl¢ ÿîÊªÃÊ˘Sÿ M§¬¢ ∑È§ÃSÃŒÊÿÊÁÃ ¬ÈŸ— `§ ÿÊÁÃH - Ibid., 7

{~. ∞ÃÊÁŸ ‚flÊ¸ÁáÊ ◊ÃÊÁŸ ‹Ê∑§ Áø⁄UÊà¬˝flÎûÊÊãÿÈ¬’Î¢Á„UÃÊÁŸ
ŸÒÃÊÁŸ ‚àÿÊŒ¬ÿÁãÃ Á∑§ãÃÈ ‚ÎÁCÔU∑˝§◊˘flÊ¸ª˜Ô Áfl·ÿÊÁáÊ ÃÊÁŸ - Œ‡ÊflÊŒ⁄U„USÿ◊˜Ô, Á‚hÊãÃflÊŒ, w

|Æ. ’˝rÊÔ flŸ¢ ’˝rÊÔ ‚ flÎˇÊ •Ê‚ËÃ˜Ô ÿÃÊ lÊflÊ¬ÎÁÕflË ÁŸCÔUÃˇÊÈ—
◊ŸËÁ·áÊÊ ◊Ÿ‚Ê Áfl’˝flËÁ◊ fl— ’˝rÊÔÊäÿÁÃDÔUŒ˜Ô ÷ÈflŸÊÁŸ œÊ⁄UÿŸ˜Ô - ÃÒÁûÊ⁄UËÿ’˝ÊrÊÔáÊ w.}.~

|v. ´§ÇflŒ vÆ.vw~

People die and come to existence because of divine will, which mould their personality.

Every thing is divine.66

THE TENTH SCHOOLTHE TENTH SCHOOLTHE TENTH SCHOOLTHE TENTH SCHOOLTHE TENTH SCHOOL

Some scholars hold that the question of origin of the universe will always remain

a mystery,67 All the above mentioned alternatives are not convincing. The word undergoes

change every moment. Nobody can, therefore, say anything with certainity.68

THE ELEVENTH SCHOOLTHE ELEVENTH SCHOOLTHE ELEVENTH SCHOOLTHE ELEVENTH SCHOOLTHE ELEVENTH SCHOOL

These were the opinions of the s¢dhyas before the birth of Brahm¢, who propounded

the right theory of creation. He held that all the above theories have an element of truth

in them, but individually all of them are incomplete in themselves.69

To a question, he answered that brahman is the forest, he is the tree out of which the

heaven and earth were carved out. He supports all the world which he created.70 Brahm¢

explains his theory in the famous N¢sad§ya S¶kta.71 At the beginning there was neither vital

force nor the unmanifest nor primordial matter, nor the pair of earth and heaven, nor space

nor waters, nor any cover or agni or soma, or day or night, or gods. All these came into

beings after the creation. Actually the root cause is the ¢tm¢, which has knowledge. No

matter can create the universe. One must have desire to create, only then action can be

fruitful. This desire existed in ¢tm¢. Then followed the mental and physical activity.

At the beginning a single entity was breathing with creative power but the material

wind was not there. Desire appeared first. The unmanifest is all pervading, whereas the

m¢y¢ hides everything in darkness. The Tapas removes that darkness and the universe

comes into beings. The unmanifest becomes manifest due to the power of M¢y¢. The

details of the process of creation are not known to us.
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|w. ’˝rÊÔ ÁmœÊ ŒÎ‡ÿÃ •Ê÷È øÊèfl¢ - Œ‡ÊflÊŒ⁄U„USÿ◊˜Ô, •Êà◊‡Ê⁄UË⁄UÿÊ— ¬Á⁄Uøÿ— v
|x. ÃãòÊ¢ ‡Ê⁄UË⁄¢U ¬Á⁄UøÊ‹∑¢§ øÊSÿÊà◊ÊŸ◊Ê„ÈU— ‚ ‡Ê⁄UË⁄UœûÊÊ¸ - Ibid., 5

|y. √ÿÊøˇ◊„U ’˝rÊÔ, ÿŒSÿ ◊Í‹¢ Áfl‡flSÿ ÃŒỖ ’˝rÊÔ ÃŒ∑§◊Êl◊Ỗ–
ÃŒÁmÃËÿ¢ ÃŒÈ ‚fl¸◊ÃÛÊÊÃ— ¬⁄¢U Á∑§Á@ÁŒ„UÊÁSÃ fll◊˜Ô– - Á‚hÊãÃflÊŒ (¬˝Õ◊ÊÁœ∑§⁄UáÊ), v

|z. ÿÕÒ∑§◊Í‹ÊÃ˜Ô »§‹-¬Èc¬-¬áÊ¸-¬˝∑§Êá«U-‡ÊÊπÊ-Áfl≈U¬ÊÁŒÁ‚Áh—–
ÃÕÒfl ¬‡ÿÊÁ◊ ÃŒ∑§÷ÊflÊŒŸ∑§÷ÊflÊŒÿŸŸ Áfl‡fl◊˜ÔH - Ibid., 3

|{. •ãÿÊãÿÿÊªÊÁŒfl ÃòÊ ÿmÛÊÊŸÊ Áfl‡ÊÊπÊ— ¬˝÷flÁãÃ ◊Í‹ÊÃ˜Ô–
ß„UÊãÿÿÊªÊŸŸ¬ˇÿ ÃmÃ˜Ô ‚fl¸ Áfl‡Ê·Ê— SÿÈ⁄Uÿ¢ Áfl‡Ê·—H - Ibid., 4

||. ‡ÊÊ⁄UË⁄U ÷ÊflÊ Á„U ÿÕÒ∑§⁄UÃÊÁ’ãŒÊ⁄U÷ÍflŸ˜Ô ’„ÈUœÊ ÁflÁ÷ÛÊÊ—–
∑È§ÃÊ Áfl÷Œ— ∑§Õ◊∑§Á’ãŒÊÁfl¸Á÷ÛÊ÷ÊflÊ ßÁÃ ∑§Ê ŸÈ ÁfllÊÃ˜ÔH - Ibid., 6

ÿÊflŒ˜Ô ÿÕÊflÃ˜Ô ¬ÈŸ⁄USÿ M§¬¢ ÿÊ— ‡ÊQ§ÿ‡øˇÊÈÁ· ÃÊ‡ø ‚êÿ∑˜Ô§–
flûÊÈ¢ ∑§Õ¢ÁøÃỖ ¬˝÷flÊ◊ ÿàŸÊÃỖ ¬⁄¢U ÃÈ M§¬¢ ÃŒÁøãàÿ◊flH - Ibid., 8

Brahman has two forms - ¢bhu and abhva.72 °bhu is beyond our comprehension.

Abhva means form, name and activity. We have objects in the universe which are big and

small. The outer, outfit is called sarira and subtle thing inside is called ¢tm¢.73

The extensive ¢tm¢ is unconnected with creation. °tm¢ in a body creates. The body

is also of two kinds - one is known as immaterial, the other is material. All material

¢tm¢s have matter, vital force and mind. When vital force and mind function together,

matter and universe come into existence.

Logos, vital force and mind constitutes the existence of ¢tm¢. Vijn…¢na and blissfulness

are the other two constituents of ¢tm¢. When we travel outside of these five, we reach

the body. When we move inside we reach ¢tm¢. We shall deal with this aspect in some

detail while dealing with the nature of self.

All these theories along with brahma-v¢da explain the origin of creation.

THE THEORY OF BRAHMANTHE THEORY OF BRAHMANTHE THEORY OF BRAHMANTHE THEORY OF BRAHMANTHE THEORY OF BRAHMAN

Brahman is the origin of the universe. He alone is to he known.74 Whatever we see

here originated from one source. Just as all ornaments are made of gold or just as the

branches, leaves and flowers of a tree come from one seed, similarly the universe has

come out of brahman.75 This comparison is also only partial because in the case of a tree

the seed needs the help of water etc., but brahman does not need the aid of anything

to produce the universe.76

Just as it is not possible to trace as to how the parts of body of a child grow out

of semen, similarly the universe comes out of brahman, but we cannot just know how

it happens; much of it remains a secret.77
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|}. Áfl‡flSÿ ÃÍ‹Sÿ ÿŒÁSÃ ◊Í‹¢ ÃSÿÒfl øÒ∑§Sÿ ÃÈ ’Î¢„UáÊŸ–

¬‡ÿÊÁ◊ Áfl‡fl¢ ÃÃ ∞fl¢ ◊Í‹¢ ÃŒ˜Ô ’˝rÊÔ‡ÊéŒŸ ‚ŒÊ flŒÊÁ◊H - Ibid., 9

|~. ‚flZ ÷ÎÃ¢ ÿòÊ Á’÷ÁÃ¸ flÊ ‚◊¢ ‚flZ ÿÃÊ flÊ Á÷˝ÿÃ ’Á„UŸ¸ Á„U–

ÃŒ˜Ô ’˝rÊÔ ‚fl¸Sÿ Á„U ÃSÿ øˇÊÃ ’ÈœÊ Áfl¬ƒÿ¸Sÿ ÃÈ ÷◊¸áÊÊ „U⁄UÊÒH - Ibid., 11

}Æ. ŸÊêŸÊ¢ ÿÕÊ flÊªÕ M§¬‚¢„UÃ‡øˇÊÈÿ¸ÕÊà◊Ê ¬ÈŸ⁄UÊà◊∑§◊¸áÊÊ◊˜Ô–

ÃÕÊ ÿŒÈÄÕ¢ ÿŒÈ ‚Ê◊ ŒÎ‡ÿÃ ÃŒ˜Ô ’˝rÊÔ ÁfllÊÁŒ„U Áfl‡fl∑§◊¸áÊÊ◊˜ÔH - Ibid., 12

}v. ’˝rÊÔ üÊÈÃÊÒ ÃŒ˜Ô ⁄U‚ ßàÿÈŒËÁ⁄UÃ¢ ¬⁄UÊSÿ ‡ÊÁQ§’¸‹Á◊àÿÈŒËÿ¸Ã–

’‹¢ ⁄U‚ÊŒ Á÷ÛÊÁ◊Œ¢ Ÿ ªáÿÃ Ÿ üÊÊÒÃ◊mÒÃ◊‚ÊÒ ÁflL§hKÃH - Ibid., 13

}w. ‚È#¢ ’‹¢ ¡ÊªÁ⁄UÃÊ ÃÈ ‡ÊÁQ§— Á∑˝§ÿÊ ÃŒËÿ— ¬Á⁄UáÊÊ◊ ßàÕ◊˜Ô–
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The word brahman is derived from b®ºha which means to grow.78 Alternatively it is

derived from bh® which means supporting and feeding.79 Brhman means that which gives

birth to universe without losing its entity. Just as all names arise out of logos, all

activities of the universe arise out of brahman.80

Brahman is the essence (rasa); it has an inherent energy (bala) which is not different

from it.81 This energy is called bala, when it is dormant. It is called ∫akti when it is

manifest. When it becomes active, it is called kriy¢.82

When the existence can be felt it is material. When it can be understood only like

color or size, the existence is imaginary. Brahman and its energy have no material

existence, it is only at the stage of Akæara and kæara that their existence can be

experienced. Brahman parexellence can only be understood.83

MORE ABOUT BRAHMANMORE ABOUT BRAHMANMORE ABOUT BRAHMANMORE ABOUT BRAHMANMORE ABOUT BRAHMAN

Brahman is immortal. It's energy is mortal.84 Brahman does not act itself. It acts
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’‹ÊüÊÿ¢ SÿÊûÊÁŒ„UÊãÃÃÊ ’‹¢ ÿòÊÊÁüÊÃ¢ ÃÛÊ ’‹¢ ⁄U‚Ê Á„U ‚—H - Ibid., 41
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through its energy. Brahman brings happiness. Therefore it is called Rasa.85 Brahman is sat,

its energy is a∫ata. Brahman is all pervading (¢bhu) energy is ephemeral (abhva).

The world existed in an unmanifest form before creation. The brahman at that stage

was inexplicable; it became explicable when the process of creation began.86

A body has a centre which is called n¢bhi. It is called inexplicable. It become

extensive with the support of the center.87 The center is a¥im¢, the extension is bh¶m¢; in

between these two there are many forms.

BRAHMAN AND ENERGYBRAHMAN AND ENERGYBRAHMAN AND ENERGYBRAHMAN AND ENERGYBRAHMAN AND ENERGY

What is existence cannot become non-existence and non-existence cannot become

existence.88 Existence and non-existence co-exist. Similarly statis and motion co-exist.89

Brahman is the basis causing its energy to act; it supports the energy.90 All actions are

supported by brahman which is free from all activity.91 There is an unchanging background

of all changes. This background remains hidden; activities do not affect brahman.

The Buddhist held that only activity is real, they do not accept brahman.92 The Vedas

accept the blissfulness of brahman whereas the Buddhists hold that there is nothing but
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~}. ’˝rÊÔÊ◊ÎÃ¸ ¬ÍáÊ¸◊πá«U◊mÿ¢ ‡ÊÊãÃ¢ Á‡Êfl¢ ‡ÊÊ‡flÁÃ∑¢§ ÃÕÊ˘÷ÿ◊˜Ô–
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suffering in the world.93 Activities cover brahman just as clouds cover the sun.94 Brahman

is not, therefore, easily understood. The fact is that if there is no sun we will not be

liable to see even the cloud.95 Similarly if brahman were not there, on the base of whom

activity shall operate?96 In fact, activity has no different entity but when it is there, it has

name and form. When it is not there we are aware of its absence. Brahman is primary,

action is secondary. In N¢sad§ya S¶kta it has been clarified that brahman is the original

cause which exists along with its energy at the beginning of the universe.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BRAHMAN AND ITS ENERGYRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BRAHMAN AND ITS ENERGYRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BRAHMAN AND ITS ENERGYRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BRAHMAN AND ITS ENERGYRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BRAHMAN AND ITS ENERGY

What is important is to understand that the energy of brahman is not different from

him.97 They cannot be separated form each other though brahman always remain inactive

but its energy which was dormant at the beginning becomes active during creation.

Brahman provides support for it. Brahman is all pervasive single, quiet, passive and

eternal.98 Its energy on the other hand is subject to decay, is ephemeral, full of misery

and stops working at the time of deluge.99 It appears and disappears but brahman

continues. Brhaman is not bound by activities. Therefore, the question of its release also

does not arise. The non-existent world becomes existent by taking recourse to brahman.

In fact, the relationship of brahman and its energy is inexplicable.

The question of relationship of action and brahman is to be considered in some

detail. When an action is superimposed on another action both of them may be affected.

When there is a union of brahman and its energy, only the energy is affected; brahman
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remains unaffected. Brahman neither loses nor gains anything by its association with its

energy. It remains detached.

TYPES OF RELATIONSTYPES OF RELATIONSTYPES OF RELATIONSTYPES OF RELATIONSTYPES OF RELATIONS

When an action inter-acts with another action, either the space is blocked100 or the

two things may lie together side by side or they become one or may retain their identities

or one may become the part of another. For example, when water is added to water the

first has to give space to the second but when two lamps are illuminated in one room,

illumination of both lamps co-exist;101 there is no question of displacement of one by the

other. When heat enters water, it makes water hot. When water is mixed with flour, it

becomes one paste.102 Earth and heat become one in a brick. When a person sits in a car,

he moves along with it as its part.103

In case of brahman and its energy they join in a single form. The energy envelops

a portion of brahman, then energy piles upon energy just as brick is placed on brick. By

this piling various stages of consciousness results. Since energy is associated with

brahman, it also gets the status of existence. What is important is that in any case,

brahman retains its perfection.

THREE TYPES OF ASSOCIATIONSTHREE TYPES OF ASSOCIATIONSTHREE TYPES OF ASSOCIATIONSTHREE TYPES OF ASSOCIATIONSTHREE TYPES OF ASSOCIATIONS

Now we have three types of association. When brahman is predominant it is vibh¶ti

association. When both brahman and its energy have balance, it is yoga association. When

energy predominates it is Bandha association.104 In this association, two things lose their

identity. For example, when v¢yu gets trapped in water it gives rise to foam. In yoga

association two component come together, but they maintain their identity and yet

produce a new thing; e.g. two wings of a bird act together and cause the motion of the
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bird in a third direction.105 In vibh¶ti, association, one of the components remains free.106

When we know something, the knowledge remains free of the things which is known.

This is about Svar¶pa association.

THREE KINDS OF VßTTITHREE KINDS OF VßTTITHREE KINDS OF VßTTITHREE KINDS OF VßTTITHREE KINDS OF VßTTI

The v®tti is also of three kinds. When energy gets into union with brahman, it gets

a new form but it does not lose its identity and also does not become attached to rasa.

It is ud¢ra v®tti, just like the association of wind with space.107

The second association is samav¢ya v®tti in which energy is centered at one place

when it envelops brahman. It is like samvaya sambandh of Ny¢ya philosophy.108 The third

association is ¢sakti, when energy covers brahman. The energy which covers brahman is

called m¢y¢ and the brahman covered by it called Puruæa with which we shall deal

separately.109

THREE PURUΩASTHREE PURUΩASTHREE PURUΩASTHREE PURUΩASTHREE PURUΩAS

For the time being it may be said that when pure brahman joins pure energy it gives

rise to avyaya puruæa. Here the association of energy with puruæa comes under ud¢ra v®tti

When two energies unite, it is samav¢ya v®tti. The energy working on avyaya puruæa and

energy working on akæara puruæa give birth to kæara puruæa which alone is manifest.110 It

is only kæara puruæa which because of ¢sakti v®tti is attached; avyaya and akæara remain
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ÃòÊÊèfl◊ÊÿÊÁÃ ÁflÿÊÁÃ ÃS◊ÊÃ˜Ô ÃŒèfl◊ÁS◊ã◊„UÃË Á„U ◊ÊÿÊH - Ibid., 153

vv{. SflM§¬‚¢‚ª¸fl‡ÊÊº˝‚ ÁSÕÃ¢ ’‹¢ Áfl‡Ê·mÿ◊òÊ ÷ÊflÿÃ˜Ô–
◊ÊòÊÊ¢ ø ‚¢SÕÊ¢ ø ÃÃ— ‚ ◊ÊòÊÿÊ ‚¢‚ÎÖÿÃ ÃmŒ‚ÊÒ ø ‚¢SÕÿÊH - Ibid., 145

vv|. M§¬¢ ø Ãà∑§◊¸ ø ŸÊ◊ øÁÃ ¬˝¡ÊÿÃ ’˝rÊÔÁáÊ ∑§ê◊¸’ãœÊÃ˜Ô–
òÊÿ¢ ÃŒèfl¢ ÃŒÈ ÿˇÊ◊ÈQ¢§ ¬ÈŸ— ¬ÈŸSÃÁã◊˝ÿÃ˘◊ÎÃSÕ◊ỖH - Ibid., 156

unattached. When activity leave a part of creation, that individual part is released. In that

state, the brahman gets back to its original form.111

NATURE OF M°Y°NATURE OF M°Y°NATURE OF M°Y°NATURE OF M°Y°NATURE OF M°Y°

The energy which creates is not easy to understand. It is, therefore, called m¢y¢. Since

brahman is limited by this energy, therefore, it is called m¢y¢m¢y¢m¢y¢m¢y¢m¢y¢ because it comes from the

root ma which means measuring. The measured part of the brahman is called samsth¢.112 It

is connected with chandas which envelops the brahman resulting into creation of puruæa.113

M¢y¢ appears and disappears. Its activity brings £∫vara into existence. When there is bandha

associations of the energy with brahman it gives rise to v¢k, whereas yoga association gives

rise to pr¢¥a and vibh¶ti association gives rise to manas. These are called ¢tm¢ creations.114

The ¢tm¢ is ¢bhu and the things which are created by the piling of the energy is

called abhva.115 There are also called Yakæa because they are furious, being non-existent and

yet frightening.116 It gives birth to name, form and activity.117 We can say that ¢bhu is Being

whereas abhva is Becoming. The names, form and activity of a pot distinguishes it from

non-pot. Form results from energy linked with mind. Karma results from energy linked

with pr¢¥a and name results from energy linked with v¢k.118 Name, form and activity

distinguish one substance from another.
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vv}. ÖÿÊÁÃÁŸ¸’h¢ ’‹◊ÁSÃ M§¬¢ ¬˝ÊáÊŸ ‚¢’h’‹¢ ÃÈ ∑§ê◊¸–
SÿÊÛÊÊ◊ ‚ê’h’‹¢ ÃÈ flÊøÊ ◊ÊÿÊ’‹ÊÁŸ ÁòÊÁflœÊÁŸ ÃÊÁŸH - Ibid., 160

vv~. ‚Ê ÿÊª◊ÊÿÊ ˘ÁãflÃÿÊSÃÈ ∑§ê◊¸áÊÊ— ¬Ífl¸ ¬˝ÁÃDÔU ©U÷ÿ ÁŸ¡ÊèflÃ—–
ÿÁŒ ëÿflÃ •Õ øÛÊflÊ ÷flàÿ∑§Ê ¬˝ÁÃDÔU„U ŸflÊèflªÊÁ◊ŸËH - Ibid., 164

vwÆ. flÎÁûÊàfl‚¢‚ª¸fl‡ÊÊŒÕÊÁS◊ŸỖ ⁄U‚ ‚◊ãflÁÃ ’‹¢ ÿŒãÿÃỖ–
‚Ê ‡ÊÁQ§L§Q§Ê ¬˝∑Î§ÁÃ— Sfl÷Êfl— ¬˝ÊjÊflÿàÿÊüÊÿ÷ÊÇÿ◊Õ¸◊˜ÔH - Ibid., 165

vwv. ˇÊ⁄¢U Á„U Áfl‡fl¢ ÃÁŒ„UÊfl⁄¢U ÃÃ— ¬⁄¢U ÃÈ Áfl‡flÊÁÃªÃ¢ ÿŒÈûÊ◊◊˜Ô–
ÿŒˇÊ⁄¢U ÃÁh ¬⁄UÊfl⁄¢U ‚ flÒ ‚ÃÈ— ¬⁄¢U ¬Ê⁄U◊È¬ÒÁÃ ÃŒỖªÃ—H - Ibid., 192

vww. ˇÊ⁄UÊˇÊ⁄UÊèÿÊ¢ ∑Î§Ã◊ÁSÃ ÿÊflº˝Í¬¢ Á„U ÃÊflîÊªŒÃŒÊ„ÈU—–
ÿŒãÿŒS◊ÊîÊªÃ— ¬ÎÕ∑˜Ô§ SÿÊà¬⁄¢U Ã◊Ê„ÈU— ¬ÈL§·ÊûÊ◊¢ øH - Ibid., 200

vwx. ÿòÊÒÃÊ— ‚flÊ¸ ’‹ÊŸÊ¢ ’‹ÒÁ‡øÃÿÊ ÷flÁãÃ ÃŒÊfl¬Ÿ¢ ÁøŒ˜Ô ’˝rÊÔ - Ibid., p.38

vwy. ÿÃ ∞ÃÊÁ‡øÃÿÊ ÷flÁãÃ, ÃÁŒŒ¢ ÁøÁÃ¬˝ÿÊ¡∑¢§ øÃŸÊ’˝rÊÔ - Ibid., p.38

vwz. Ibid., p.38

The energy which brings a samsth¢ into existence is called s¢m¢nya maya, that which

produces name form and activity is called m¢h¢ m¢y¢. When two things joined together

it is called yogam¢y¢.119

THREE PURUΩASTHREE PURUΩASTHREE PURUΩASTHREE PURUΩASTHREE PURUΩAS

When energy piles on m¢y¢ bala, it is called v®ttitiva saºsarga. The energy in this

process is called ∫akti.120 πakti constitutes activity which provides the objects of enjoyment

for ¢tm¢. Puruæa is never without ∫akti. In other words, when brahman is delimited by

energy, puruæa comes into existence. When mind predominates, it is avyaya puruæa.

Avyaya Puruæa is one. When m¢y¢ bala appears on avyaya, akæara puruæa comes into

picture. It is bodiless having no bulk and pervading everywhere. The universe is kæara.

The akæara serves as a bridge between avyaya and kæara.121 Akæara is £∫vara who controls

the matter. Kæara is a product of piling up of more energies, avyaya is the witness.

Akæara is the cause and kæara is the universe. Kæara constitutes the material world. Akæara

rules over them. Avyaya does not undergo any change.122

There are three stages of blossoming of brahman. In the first stage, Energy piles upon

energy. This is cid brahman.123 That which causes these piling is cetana brahman.124 Where

the piling becomes the part of another piling it is called city brahman. In cit

consciousness predominates; in cetna consciousness and energy are in equal measure. Cit

is energy predominant. Cid brahman is avyaya, cetana brahman is akæara and city brahman

is kæara.125 Avyaya Puruæa is neither effect nor cause, akæara is the instrumental cause and

kæara is the material cause. These three give birth to universe.
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vw{. - Ibid., p.39

vw|. - Ibid., p.41

vw}. - Ibid., p.41

vw~. ÃÁŒàÕ◊ÿ¢ ¬ÈL§·Ê ÿôÊ— - Ibid., p.41

vxÆ. •ÁªAÁ⁄Uãº˝— ‚Ê◊— ¬⁄U◊DÔUË ¬˝Ê¡Ê¬àÿ ßÁÃ øÃÈCÔUÿ¢ flÊ ßŒ¢ ‚fl¸Á◊ÁÃ ÃÊ flÊ ∞ÃÊ— ¬˝¡Ê¬Ã⁄UÁœŒflÃÊ •‚ÎÖÿãÃ -
‡ÊÃ¬Õ vv.v.{

vxv. Siddh¢ntav¢da, p.43

vxw. •ÕÊæ˜UÔªÈ‹Ë∑§ê¬Ÿ ∞fl ÃòÊ ¬˝∑§ê¬Ÿ¢ ŸÊ◊ Áfl∑§Ê⁄U◊Ê„ÈU—–
∑§ê¬Ê ’‹¢ ÃÁàˇÊÁÃ⁄UXÔ‰U‹Ëÿ¢ œûÊ ’‹¢ ÁŸÁfl¸∑Î§ÁÃ— SflM§¬Ê◊˜ÔH - Ibid., 211

THE PARTS OF PURUΩATHE PARTS OF PURUΩATHE PARTS OF PURUΩATHE PARTS OF PURUΩATHE PARTS OF PURUΩA

The puruæa has seven limbs and two above the naval two below the naval are called

the ¢tm¢. Two are the wings on the left and the right. One is the tail at the end of the

spinal cord. All this is city¢gni, the head is the citenidhey¢gni. No material world is

possible without the three puruæas which are praj¢pati.126

PURUΩA YAJ≠APURUΩA YAJ≠APURUΩA YAJ≠APURUΩA YAJ≠APURUΩA YAJ≠A

The Vai∫v¢nar¢gni is the result of the oblation of in-breathing and out-breathing

into each other.127 Whatever one eats is an oblation of the food. One enjoys seven kinds

of food knowledge, activity, hearing, breathing, association with the luster, drinking of

water and eating of food.128 This is the human sacrifice.129 He takes all these foods all

the time. This is yajn…a praj¢pati. °tm¢ manifest itself in various things with varying

proportion, and enter kæara of different magnitudes. In every material object there are

four elements agni, indra, soma and parameæ∞h§.130 Parameæ∞h§ became waters. Indra is

logos. Indra made agni and soma to perform yajn…a. Agni became eater of food and soma

became food.131 Avyaya puruæa have five kal¢s-¢nanda, vijn…¢na, manas, pr¢¥a and v¢k.

°nanda, vijn…¢na and manas lead to liberation and have no activity but manas becomes

active in association with pr¢¥a and v¢k and then it creates. Both of them play an

important role in the creation.

As far as the normal creation is concerned, it is the result of semen deposited in

the yoni. Semen is a form of water. The creation originated from water. Manas is

annamaya, pr¢¥a is ¢pom¢y¢ and v¢k is tejomaya. The question arises as to how

consciousness remains unchanged whereas the energy causes change. While we move our

finger the movement is caused by energy but the finger does not lose its form.132 There

is bondage and liberation, creation and destruction,  appearance and disappearance but

the consciousness remains unaffected.133
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vxx. ÄflÁøÁm◊ÊˇÊ— ÄflÁøŒÁSÃ ’ãœ— ÄflÁøÁm∑§Ê⁄U— ∑˝§◊Ã Áfl‡Ê·ÊÃ˜Ô–
‚ªÊ¸ŸÈ‚ª¸¬˝ÁÃ‚ª¸÷ŒÊÃ˜Ô ÄflÁøÁm‚ª¸— ¬˝‹ÿ— ÄflÁøàSÿÊÃ˜ÔH - Ibid., 213

vxy. ŒÍflÊ¸ª˝Ã— ¬˝ÊÃ⁄UŸ∑§ÁŒ∑Ỗ§∑˝§◊ÊÃỖ ŒÎCÔUÊ˘ê’ÈÁ’ãŒÍ ⁄UÁfl⁄UÁ‡◊‚XÔUÃ—–
⁄UQ§— ‚ ŒÎ‡ÿÃ „UÁ⁄UûÊÕÊ˘ãÿÕÊ ÃÕÊ◊ÎÃ¢ ◊ÎàÿÈfl‡ÊÊÃ˜Ô ¬ÎÕÁÇflœ◊˜ÔH - Ibid., 218

vxz. Áfl‡ÊÈh‡ÊÈÄ‹Sÿ ¬≈USÿ ⁄UTŸÊŒ˜Ô ÿÕÊ „UÁ⁄Uº˝ÊÁ„UÃM§¬ÃÊ ◊ÃÊ–
‚ ⁄UXÔU◊XÔUSÿ ÃÈ ÷XÔUÃ— ‡ÊÈÁøSÃÕÊ˘flÎÃ˘ÁS◊ÛÊ◊ÎÃ˘åÿ‚XÔUÃ—H - Ibid., 220

vx{. ¬ÎÕ∑˜Ô§ÁSÕÃÊ ÿÊ Ÿ ∑§ŒÊÁ¬ Ÿ‡ÿÁÃ ¬˝∑§Ê‡ÊÃ ‚Ê ÁŒfl‚ Ÿ øÁãº˝∑§Ê–
ÿÿÊÁ÷÷ÍÃÊ Ã¬Ÿ¬˝∑§Ê‡ÊÃSÃÕÊ◊ÎÃ¢ SÿÊûÊ◊‚Ê˘ÁÃ‡ÊÊÿŸH - Ibid., 221

vx|. ’˝rÊÔÊÁSÃ Ãà¬˝àÿÿ‚ÊÁˇÊ∑¢§ ⁄U‚¬˝Œ¢ ø ¬ÊòÊ¢ ø ÁflflÁûÊ¸ ‹êèÊŸ◊˜Ô–
•Ê‹ê’ŸÜøÊÿÃŸ¢ ÃÕÊ ◊Ã¢ ÃŒ˜Ô ’˝rÊÔ ∑§◊¸áÿÈ¬ÿÊÁª ‚#œÊHU - Ibid., 223

vx}. ’˝rÊÔàÿŒ— ¬˝àÿÿ‚ÊÁˇÊ∑¢§ ’‹Ò— ¬˝ÃËÿÃ º˝√ÿflŒÈÀfláÊÒªÈ¸áÊÒ—–
÷≈UºÈ˝◊ˇÊòÊ¡‹ÊÁø¸L§ìÊÿÒ— ‚ŸÊflŸª˝Ê◊‚⁄U—¬˝ŒË¬flÃ˜ÔH - Ibid., 224

POSITION OF CONSCIOUSNESSPOSITION OF CONSCIOUSNESSPOSITION OF CONSCIOUSNESSPOSITION OF CONSCIOUSNESSPOSITION OF CONSCIOUSNESS

Consciousness provides support for creation. Consciousness has vibh¶ti association

with energy. Activity operates on another activity. Consciousness keeps its existence

intact. When we look at a drop of water at the tip of a blade of grass with sun light

falling on it, many colour appear but the drop remains the same.134 A piece of cloth is

colored and it loses its whiteness, but if we remove the colour the cloth gets back its

whiteness. It means that it has not lost its original state. Similarly consciousness never

loses its original state.135 The moon-light does not appear in the day because it is over

powered by sunlight. Similarly consciousness may not be seen on account of too much

of tamogu¥a but it is not destroyed.136

The existence of brahman is felt in seven ways :-

1. He is the witness of all knowledge.

2. He provides bliss to everything.

3. The universe owes its existence to him.

4. Universe is the modification of brahman.

5. He gives support to all energy.

6. He is the basic support to everything.

7. He is the basis of all dive®æities, even though the universe does not touch it.137

It is by the energy that name, form and the activity are brought into existence first.

As trees are called by a collective name of forest or soldier are called by a collective name

of army, similarly everything is called by the collective name of brahman.138
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vx~. ’˝rÊÔÁÃ ÁflèflÊÿÃŸ¢ Á„U ∑§◊¸áÊÊ¢ ÿÕÊãÃÁ⁄UˇÊ¢ ◊L§ÃÊ◊ÈŒËÁ⁄UÃ◊˜Ô–
’˝rÊÔÁÃ flÊ‹ê÷Ÿ◊ÈëÿÃ ÿÕÊÁê◊¸ÁøòÊÁ’ê’ ¡‹∑È§«UKŒ¬¸áÊ◊˜ÔHU - Ibid., 225

vyÆ. ’˝rÊÔÁÃ flÊ‹ê’Ÿ◊ÁSÃ ∑§◊¸áÊÊ¢ ¡‹Sÿ Á’ãŒÍ ⁄U¡‚Ê¢ ◊ÎŒÊ¢ ÿÕÊ–
’˝rÊÔÁÃ ¬ÊòÊ¢ Á„U ÿÕÊê’ÈŸ— ¬≈UÁSÃ‹ÊSÃÈ ÃÒ‹Sÿ ÉÊÎÃSÿ flÊ ¬ÿ—H - Ibid., 226

vyv. ªÁÃ— ‚ ÷ûÊÊ¸ ¬˝÷È⁄U· ‚ÊˇÊË ‚ÈNUÁÛÊflÊ‚— ‡Ê⁄UáÊ¢ ÁŸœÊŸ◊˜Ô–
SÕÊŸ@ ’Ë¡¢ ¬˝÷flÊ‹ÿp ’˝rÊÔÒÃŒ·Ê¢ ¡ªÃÊ¢ ÁŸL§Q§◊˜ÔH - Ibid., 231

vyw. Ibid., 232-251

The wind moves in the space without coming into actual contact with it. Similarly

the universe exists in brahman without coming into contact with it.139 When waves move

in the ocean, they have the support of water, still the water is free; similarly brahman

is free, even though it supports the universe.140

Some hold that, the universe is just an appearance in brahman, just as silver appears

in a conchshell. Consciousness provides existence to energy. Whatever energy is there it

is because of brahman.

When brahman is the witness of knowledge and support of the universe, it is

through v®ittitva sambandha. When it becomes p¢tra, it is yoga sambandha. When it provides

blissfulness, it is bandha sambandha. In vibh¶ti sambandha it is vivarta.

TWELVE SAMBANDHASTWELVE SAMBANDHASTWELVE SAMBANDHASTWELVE SAMBANDHASTWELVE SAMBANDHAS

In bhagavadg§t¢ we have twelve sambandhas.141 In the first place, universe ultimately

merges into brahman. Secondly, he give existence to akæara and kæara. Therefore, it is their

supporter. Thirdly, he rules over the energy which is piled on it. Fourthly, it remains

a witness while energy piles upon energy. Fifthly, it is a friend as it gives peace. Sixthly,

it provides resting place to the tired person. Seventhly, he provides perfection. Eighthly,

he provides livelihood to everybody. Ninthly, he is the support. Tenthly, he is the cause

of the universe. In the eleventh place, it is from him that the universe arose. In the

twelveth place, the universe merges into him.142

From parameæ∞h§ we get blissfulness which forms our mah¢n¢tm¢. Blissfulness from

solar system forms our vijn…¢n¢tm¢ or intellect. Blissfulness from moon is responsible for

our prajn…¢n¢tm¢ which is mind. Blissfulness from earth forms our body. Avyaya puruæa

comes into existence by the union of energy and consciousness. Akæara puruæa is the

result of piling of energy. Kæara puruæa comes into existence because of knot of energy

taking place on akæara. Prajn…¢n¢tm¢ is formed by moon, but union with ∫vovas§yasa is also

essential to have pr¢jn…a.
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vyx. ‚ûÊÊ⁄U‚¢ ÿ— ¬˝ŒŒÊÁÃ ∑§◊¸áÊ ‚ŒÈëÿÃ ∑§◊¸ ÿŒãflÿÊÁŒ„U–
•Êà◊Ê ‚ ÷Í◊Ê ⁄U‚ ∞fl ∑§ê◊¸áÊÊ ⁄U‚ÊflÃÊ⁄UÊ˘Á¬ ⁄U‚¬˝ŒSÃÕÊH - Ibid., 252

vyy. ˇ◊Ê Ö◊Ê ÃÕÊ Ç◊Ê ˇÊ◊Ã¡¸◊ª¸◊SÃÕÊ Ã◊Sà◊Ê ÷flÃË„U ∑§Êæ˜UˇÊÿÊ–
ÿÃÊ˘‡ÊŸÊÿÊòÊ ÃÃ— ‚ ßë¿UÃË„U √ÿÊåÿ øÊà◊ÁÃ ◊ÃSÃÃ— ‚ Á„UHU - Ibid., 254

vyz. Áfl‡Ê·M§¬áÊ ÃÈ Ãi‹¢ ÷flmKQ¢§ ⁄U‚ ∑È§òÊÁøŒÁSÃ ŸÊÁSÃ–
‚„ÒUfl ‚flZ ’‹◊∑§„U‹ÿÊ Áfl‹ËÿÃ ŸÊŒÿÃ Ÿ ŒÎ‡ÿÃH - Ibid., 258

vy{. ÿŒfl Á∑§Á@Ã˜Ô ÄflÁøŒÁSÃ flSÃÈ ‚Ê ‚fl¸òÊ ‡ÊÁQ§— ¬Á⁄UŒÎ‡ÿÃ œ˝Èfl◊˜Ô–
¬ÎÕ∑˜Ô§ ¬ÎÕ∑˜Ô§¿UÁQ§Á⁄Uÿ¢ Áfl÷Ê√ÿÃ ÿÁS◊Ÿ˜Ô ‚ •Êà◊Ê ‚ ⁄U‚Ê˘ŸÈ÷ÍÿÃH - Ibid., 259

•Êà◊Ê ÁmœÊQ§— ¬˝Õ◊Sàflπá«U— ∑§ê◊Ê¸à◊‚¢ôÊSàfl¬⁄U‡ø ÃòÊ–
‡ÊÈhÊ ⁄U‚— SÿÊûÊŒπá«U •Êà◊Ê˘◊ÎÃÊ˘÷ÿ— ‡ÊÈh’‹ãÃÈ ‡ÊÁQ§—H - Ibid., 260

vy|. ¬⁄UÊ ÿ •Êà◊Ê ¬ÈL§·— ‚ ‡ÊÈh— ‡ÊÈh ⁄U‚ ‡ÊÈh’‹¬˝ÿÊªÊÃ˜Ô–
’‹Ò— ∑Î§ÃÊà◊ÊÁ¬ Ÿ ÃòÊ ‡ÊÁQ§SÃjÊÇÿ◊ÕZ ˇÊ⁄U◊ÊŒœÊÁÃH - Ibid., 263

vy}. •πá«U •Êà◊Ê Á„U ÃÈ⁄UËÿ¬ÊŒ— ¬⁄UÊ˘ˇÊ⁄UÊ flÊ ˇÊ⁄U ßàÿ◊Ë ÃÈ–
¬ÊŒÊSòÊÿÊ˘ãÿ ÃÃ ∞· •Êà◊Ê ◊Ã‡øÃÈc¬ÊŒÿ◊∑§ ∞flH - Ibid., 268

⁄U‚Ê Áfl‡ÊÈhSÃÈ ¬⁄UÊà¬⁄UÊ ◊ÃÊ ÿ ©UûÊ◊— ‚Ê˘ÁSÃ ¬⁄UÊ˘Õ ÿÊ˘ˇÊ⁄U—–
¬⁄UÊfl⁄U— ‚ÊSàÿfl⁄U— ‚ ÿ— ˇÊ⁄U— ‚¢ôÊÊÁfl‡Ê·Ê— SÿÈ⁄U◊Ë ÃŒÊà◊ŸÊ◊˜ÔH - Ibid., 269

vy~. ’˝rÊÔ ÁmœÊ ŒÎ‡ÿÃ •Ê÷È øÊèfl¢, ÿÁÛÊÁfl¸‡Ê·¢ ¬˝Õ◊¢ ÃŒÊ÷È–
•flÊæ˜UÔ◊ŸÊªÊø⁄U◊ÁSÃ ÃS◊ÊŒôÊÿÃÊ˘ÁŸfl¸øŸËÿÃÊ˘SÿH - Ibid., 273

°tm¢ is that which provides existence to the activity.143 Activities do not have

independent existence. °tm¢ is that in which energy reside in a dormant condition and

becomes manifest during period of creation. All things come into existence for the

enjoyment of ¢tm¢. The word ¢tm¢ is derived from the root tamu.144 The proposition an

is added to it. It means that it spreads on all sides in search of the objects of enjoyment.

°tm¢ is used to denote consciousness which is always there with energy.145 Whatever we

see is a form of energy.146 Consciousness plays the role of ¢tm¢ in these objects. °tm¢

in its extensive form is immortal and pure consciousness. When it becomes associated

with activity, it becomes confined. Neither avyaya nor akæara is the enjoyer. It is only

kæara puruæa which is affected by activities.147

Pure consciousness is par¢tpara. Avyaya puruæa is para. Asara puruæa is par¢vara. Kæara

puruæa is avara.148

CONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSION

To recapitulate, the ultimate reality consists of being and becoming. Being is beyond

our comprehension. Becoming consists of name form and activity.149 The universe consists
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vzÆ. ÷Í◊ÊûÊ⁄U— SÿÊŒ˜Ô Œ„U⁄UÊ˘ÁáÊ◊ÊãÃ— ¬ÈŸ— ¬ÈŸSÃÊÒ Á◊ÁÃ⁄UÁSÃ ÿÊflÃ˜Ô–
•‚Ë◊÷Í◊ÊãÃ◊‚Ë◊M§¬ÊÁáÊ◊ÊãÃ◊∑¢§ ¬˝flŒÊÁ◊ Áfl‡fl◊ỖH - Ibid., 275
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of objects from atomic size to largest size.150 They consists of body in which ¢tm¢ has

entered. Vital energy supports the body and is responsible for decay, nourishment,

increase and decrease etc.151 The body envelops the ¢tm¢. °tm¢ has three components -

mind, vital force and logos. When mind predominates and logos and vital force activate

it, then vedas are created.152 Yajus is supported by ®k and s¢ma. S¢ma is built on ®k. When

pr¢¥a predominates and is supported by mind and logos, yajn…a comes into operation.153

When puruæa comes in contact with vai∫v¢nar¢gni, it is converted into vital force

through rays (arka). When logos predominates and mind and vital force support it, the

creation of universe takes place.

Mind, vital force and logos contribute to the existence of ¢tm¢.154 The consciousness

is provided by vijn…¢na. The happiness is either because of worldly prosperity or

peacefulness.155 worldly prosperity comes by acquiring wealth and other objects of

enjoyment. This happiness along with Vijn…¢na, mind, vital force and food form the five

sheaths of the ¢tm¢.156 Vijn…¢na is energy qualified by what appears to be consciousness.

All these five sheathes constitutes the body of the supreme limitless ¢tm¢. °tm¢ is all

pervading, it is detached. The five kalas of akæara are brahma, indra, viænu, agni and

soma.157
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◊ŸÊ Áfl÷ÍàÿÊ ÷flÃË„U ÿÊªÊÃ˜Ô ¬˝ÊáÊÊ˘Õ ’ãœÊÁŒ„U ¡ÊÿÃ flÊ∑˜Ô§H - Ibid., 294

v{Æ. ◊ŸÊ ÷flŒÊfl¬Ÿ¢ ÁflÿûÊà¬˝ÊáÊSÃÕÊÛÊÊŒ ßÁÃ ¬˝Á‚h—–
flÊªÛÊÁ◊àÕ¢ ÁòÊÃÿ¢ ¬˝ÃËÿÊÃ˜Ô ˇÊ⁄U˘ˇÊ⁄U øÊåÿ¬⁄U ¬⁄U˘Á¬H - Ibid., 296

v{v. ◊Ÿ— π◊Ê„ÈU◊¸ŸÁ‚ ÁSÕÃ¢ Ã¢ ¬˝ÊáÊ¢ ‚„UÊÛÊ¢ ø ∑§◊Ê„ÈU⁄U∑§–
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Out of the two relations, svar¶pa relationship gives rise to praj¢pati and v®ttitva

relationship gives rise to ∫akti.158 In vibh¶ti there is no  actual contact but only the

presence brings the result. Yoga is capable of creating newer things through skill. Mind

is produced by vibh¶ti relationship, vital force by yoga relationship and logos by bandha

relationship.159 Mind is the support, vital force is the eater, and logos is the food.160 Manas

is space (kham) vital force and logos are Kam.....161 Mind is br¢hma¥a, pr¢¥a is kætriya and

logos is vai∫ya.162 All these three adjust together.
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